Abstract-We studied 1372 LacI family transcription factors and their 4484 DNA binding sites using machine learning algorithms and feature selection techniques. The Naive Bayes classifier and Logistic Regression were used to predict binding sites given transcription factor sequences and to classify factor site pairs on binding and non binding ones. Prediction accuracy was estimated using 10 fold cross validation. Experiments showed that the best prediction of nucleotide densities at selected site positions is obtained using only a few key protein sequence positions. These positions are stably selected by the forward feature selection based on the mutual information of factor site position pairs.
INTRODUCTION
Many biological processes involve specific interac tion between DNA binding proteins and DNA sites. The mechanisms of the sequence and structure spe cific recognition remain elusive, despite some advance coming from experimental mutagenesis studies and computational analysis of known X ray structures of protein-DNA complexes. One of the reasons for that may be lack of data.
Analysis of experimentally resolved structures of protein-DNA complexes allowed to define a number of laws: alanine thyminу pairs' preference (due to methyl groups interaction), formation of hydrogen bond pairs between arginine and guanine and aspar agine and adenine [1] . It was shown that protein DNA contact area is rich with polar amino acids [2] , purines are more selective than pyrimidines [2] , and aromatic amino acids can have different preferences [3] .
However, number of exceptions appeared to be not less than number of rules, and no universal code was dis covered [4] . From structural point of view interaction depends on the number of fixed contacts, which are spe cific for each family [1, 5, 6] . Methods based on determi nants of specificity [10] [11] [12] were used to identify sites of proteins, which interact with DNA in different families.
Data for studying the protein-DNA code within large families of DNA binding proteins may come not only from experiment, but from comparative genomic analysis of regulatory interactions. A rich source of such data are bacterial transcription factors, e.g. the LacI family considered here. Given the data on sites bound by given proteins, one may study correlations between the amino acid sequences and corresponding DNA sites, and then to use the structures, if known, as a sanity check, verifying that the observed positions indeed form contacts in the protein-DNA complexes.
One observation coming from early studies [13] has been that the correlations are not limited to pairs of positions in the protein and DNA alignment: in many cases the protein preferences to a particular nucleotide at a particular site position seemed to depend on spe cific residues at several protein positions. This leads to the problem of selecting the optimal model complexity. Here we address this problem using the predictive power of pattern recognition algorithms as a tool to determine the optimal number of the model parameters.
At that multiple alignment of amino acid sequences (AAS) of regulators with corresponding to each sequence list of binding sites is represented as a set of pairs 'AAS site'. The first problem statement was to predict site given AAS. One transcription factor can bind with different binding sites on DNA. Therefore it is correct to predict probabilities of being DNA bind ing sites of given transcription factor for every possible nucleotide sequences of length 20. In practice it's impossible to estimate such distribution using training set without simplifying assumptions. In this study site positions were assumed to be conditionally indepen dent. Hence the task was reduced to predicting of probabilities of occurrence of nucleotides of each of four types in each site position, i.e. nucleotide distri butions in each position are predicted separately. The second problem formulation was binary classi fication of 'AAS site' pairs problem. All AAS site pairs, formed by AAS with it's binding sites, were used as objects of the first (positive) class, and pairs, formed by given AAS with binding sites of all the other sequences of the same organism, were used as objects of the second (negative) class.
METHODS

Data preparation.
The LacI family bacterial tran scription factors and their binding sites, both experi mentally observed and predicted using comparative genomics methods, were used in this study. The data may be downloaded from the RegPrecise database [14] .
The DNA binding domain (HTH_LACI) bound aries for each protein were determined using SMART_DB [15] tools. The obtained sequences were aligned against the standard HTH_LACI domain alignment. Altogether 1372 protein sequences were obtained. Three unusually short sequences (43, 51, 61 residuals) were excluded. Minimal manual editing were used to refine loops' boundaries.
Nucleotide sequences of binding sites in most cases (94%) were even palindromes having length equal to 20 base pair (bp) with conservative CG pair in the cen ter. The others were odd palindromes having length equal to 21 bp. Only sites which were even palindromes were considered in this study. The final sample of DNA sites contained 4484 sequences having length equal to 20 bp with average pairwise similarity equals 45%.
The resulting alignment length was 87 positions. In sixteen positions more than 30% of AAS contain gaps. Therefore these positions weren't used during training of classification algorithms. The rest positions were numbered successively, starting from 1.
Splitting on training and testing set. To estimate the prediction and classification algorithms' accuracy the initial sample was randomly split into ten sets, each of which was used as a testing set with training on the remaining nine sets. Since many proteins in the sam ple are closely related (and have very similar AAS) it is reasonable to require the testing set not to contain AASs too similar to an AAS in the training set. To ensure this, we grouped similar AASs by similarity into clusters never separated during splitting. At that, we calculated pairwise similarity (percent of identical amino acid) for all AAS pairs. Next, we built a full graph with AASs as vertices and edges weighted with the similarity values, and removed all edges with weight less than a fixed threshold. The similarity clus ters were defined as maximal connected components. All algorithms were trained on training set and error functional was calculated on testing set. Results were averaged. For better averaging all process, including sample splitting, was repeated ten times.
Algorithms' quality estimation. Algorithms' predic tion quality was estimated by log likelihoods of nucle otides in considered position in the testing set. Loga rithm of conditional likelihood of appearance of observed nucleotide in given position was calculated for all sites of each transcription factor. These values for all factors with weights, proportional to phyloge netic weights, were summed: where AAS i is the i th AAS, n ij is the nucleotide, observed in j th binding site of protein, having i th AAS, w i is the weight of i th AAS.
Likelihood values, obtained in this way for each split, were averaged. Division by the sum of weights of all AASs equalizes each testing protein's contribution in total likelihood value: blocks can contain different number of AAS and have different weight.
Quality of classification algorithms were estimated by averaged by all splits error answer rate on testing set. Weights were also used for averaging.
Used algorithms. Weighting amino acid and bind ing site sequences. Clusters of close AAS have different sizes: some groups of similar sequences are too large, which leads to significant distortion of statistical proper ties of the sample. To reduce this effect AASs were weighted by the Gerstein Sonnhammer Chotia algo rithm [17] : weights of proteins, which have many close relatives in the sample, were assigned to be smaller than weights of proteins, which are different from all the oth ers. Each protein weight was divided equally among all its binding sites, resulting in weights of AAS site pairs.
Negative pairs were weighted using the same method. As a result, total weights of positive and neg ative pairs were equal.
These weights were used to compute amino acid residue and nucleotide frequencies for building of the Bayesian classifier, computation of the mutual infor mation, for training the logistic regression, and for algorithm quality estimation.
Naive Bayes classifier. The Bayesian classifier [18] estimates the occurrence probability for each nucle otide at each site position using the Bayes formula.
where n i is the i th nucleotide, AAS is the amino acid sequence, P(n) is the prior probability of nucleotide n.
The Naive Bayes approach assumes all positions in AAS to be mutually independent given site position nucleotide:
where a i is the amino acid residue at position i. Probabilities P(a i | n) were estimated using the cor responding frequencies in the sample, using phyloge netic weights and pseudo counts. Prior probabilities were estimated as:
where W(n) = is the sum of weights of AAS, multiplied by frequencies of nucleotide n; W = is the sum of weights of all AASs; k is the coef ficient, which regulate pseudo counts contribution [15] . Conditional probability of occurrence of amino acid residue a i in position j:
where a i is the amino acid residue type; n is the nucle otide type; W j (a i |n) is the sum of weights of AAS, hav ing a i in position j, multiplied by frequencies of nucle otide n in selected position of sites of these AAS; p = 1/m; m is the number of possible amino acid residues.
Experiments showed that direct using of this approach leads to bad results. This happens because many positions are conservative. Infrequent residues probabilities appear to be statistically insignificant. To avoid this effect residues, which occur in the sample less frequent than some threshold, were grouped and considered to be one type of residue. At that p = 1/m j , where m j is the number of groups of residues in posi tion j after grouping.
For the classification of "AAS site" problem, tak ing into account equal probabilities of classes, Bayes formula takes form:
where AAS is the amino acid sequence; NS is the nucleotide sequence of the site; c is the class.
Further, let's suppose that position pairs in AAS and in site are conditionally independent in the aggre gate:
where a i is the amino acid residue in position i; n j is the nucleotide in position j.
Conditional probabilities of position pairs were calculated using pseudo counts and grouping of infre quent amino acid residues:
where a i is the amino acid residue type; n j is the nucle otide type; W ij (a i , n j |c) is the sum class c pairs' weights, having residue a i in position i of the AAS and nucle otide n j in position j of the site; p = 1/m; m is the num ber of possible amino acid residues; k is the coeffi cient, which regulates contribution of pseudo counts.
Logistic regression. The logistic regression [19] is a popular machine learning algorithm for two class classification tasks. The training objects are assumed to be numerical feature vectors = (x 1 , …, x K ) with binary class labels y ∈ {-1, 1}. The algorithm builds a linear decision rule, weighting each numerical feature. Linear combination of features of classified object is calculated during classification process and the answer is determined by the sign of this linear combination.
Decision rule have form:
or in vector form:
where α i is the weight of i th feature, x i is the value of the i th feature. Learning is performed by searching for weights that optimize the quality function on the training set. Quality function was calculated as: where index i runs over all training set object; y i ∈ {-1, 1} is the class of i th training object; σ(z) = 1/(1 + exp(-z)) is the logistic (sigmoid) function; w i is the object weight.
Maximization of this functional is equivalent to maximization of likelihood of training set under assumption that likelihood functions of classes are from exponential class of distributions with equal scat ter parameter values. Under this assumptions and hav ing constant among features, bayesian decision rule is linear.
Regularization method was used to increase classi fier quality. For that additional term, which penalize
large in absolute value parameter values, is introduced in quality function:
where i run over all features' numbers; β is the regular ization coefficient.
Probabilities of observing of each of classes for object with given feature vector are calculated as:
where y ∈ {-1, 1} is the class; is the feature vector; is the weight vector.
The logistic regression requires numeric features. In our case all features are nominal. We used the stan dard binarization approach. For prediction task each amino acid residue was mapped to an indicator binary feature: f i (a) = 1, when a = a k , and f i (a) = 0 otherwise. For classification task each pair "amino acid residuenucleotide" was mapped to an indicator binary fea ture: f i (a, n) = 1, when a = a i and n = n j , and f i (a, n) = 0 otherwise.
Reducing prediction task to binary classification task. To predict four nucleotide probabilities, an indi vidual classifier was trained for each nucleotide. AAS site pairs with a given nucleotide at the given site posi tion were used as positive training examples, all other pairs, as negative ones. The probability of each nucle otide in each position was calculated as:
where AAS is the AAS for which predictions are made, P i (+|AAS) is the positive class probability computed by i th classifier.
A problem arises while splitting proteins with sev eral sites, different in considered position, to positive and negative class. Such protein is both positive and negative example for several classifiers. Presence of identical training examples with different labels in the sample significantly decreases prediction quality. In this case it is possible either ignore such conflicting proteins, which form significant part of the sample, or put them only in the positive set. Experiments showed advantage of the second approach and it was used in all experiments. Following weights were used in this part of study: for negative objects-weight of correspond ing AAS, for positive-the same weight, multiplied by frequency of given nucleotide in selected position of sites of given AAS.
K nearest neighbors method. k nearest neighbors method, usually used to solve classification problems, is based on using similarity measure on object set. Algorithm's training only requires storing of training
set. In simplest case, when k = 1, during classification process new object is assigned to the class of the near est object of training set. It is often possible to improve classification quality, determining new object class by voting of k nearest to it objects from training set. Sim ple voting can be replaced by weighting of answers of objects proportionally to their similarity to classified object.
In this study the fraction of coincided residues in selected positions of AAS was used as similarity mea sure for prediction of nucleotide distribution in con sidered site position. Effective frequency of occur rence of particular nucleotide in the sites of k nearest neighbors was used as prediction of probability of occurrence of this nucleotide:
where n i is the i th nucleotide; AAS is the amino acid sequence; s j is the similarity of j th nearest AAS to the AAS, for which prediction is being built; w j is the weight of j th AAS; f j (n i ) is the frequency of i th nucleotide in considered position of sites of j th AAS.
Frequency estimate for 1 ≤ k ≤ 10 is statistically insignificant. Comparatively good prediction quality is reached when k ≥ 50. Value of k = 200, resulting in the best quality on testing set, was used.
For the problem of classification of pairs "ASS site" product of similarity of AASs and similarity of sites, computed as the fraction of coincided nucleotides in selected positions, was used as similarity measure of pairs. Experiments showed that best quality is achieved when only one nearest neighbor is used.
Feature selection using mutual information. The mutual information (MI, [20] ) of the AAS site posi tion pair is the measure of correlation of these posi tions, allowing for a quick estimation of the predicting power of the AAS position for the nucleotide at the site position. Calculating the MI is fast, making it conve nient for the feature selection. This method allows to get rid of uninformative features, but doesn't take into account dependencies between features.
To offset for unreliable estimations of the frequen cies of rare residues and nucleotides (at a given posi tion), we used pseudo counts, adding small values for rare events.
The effective frequency of residue a at position i was defined as:
where W i A (a) is the total weight of AASs with a in posi tion i; W A is the total weight of all AASs in the sample. The transition probabilities P(b → a) were obtained from BLOSUM60 [21] .
The effective frequency of nucleotide n at position j was:
where W j S is the total weight of sites with n at position j; W S is the total weight of the sample sites.
The observed effective frequency of pair of posi tions (one in the protein, one in the site):
where W ij P (a, n) is the total weight of pairs with a at position i of the AAS and n at the site position j; W P is the total weight of sample pairs; f ij e (a, n) is the expected effective frequency of pair (a, n) defined as where f i (a) and f j (n) are the effective frequencies of residue a at position i and nucleotide n at position j, respectively.
The mutual information was computed as:
Greedy forward feature selection. Another strategy for feature selection is searching through subsets of features, training algorithms using feature subsets on parts of the training set, estimating error on remaining objects and selecting the subset with the minimal error.
In practice, the exhaustive search is computation ally intractable, so we used so called greedy algorithm, successively adding each of the remaining features to the current best subset and selecting the feature which provides the best classifier. This feature then is added to the best feature subset and the process is repeated.
The greedy strategy takes into account feature dependency, but still can lead to suboptimal subsets. On the other hand, this strategy is the fastest after the MI based feature selection.
Greedy algorithm can be enhanced in several ways, in particular, by using successive addition and deletion of features, or by keeping a number of leaders. Exper iments with Naive Bayes classifier (which is the fastest in training) showed that enhanced algorithms select the same feature sets as simple greedy algorithm.
RESULTS
Selecting Positions for Prediction
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Selection of Significant Positions
Two methods were used. Using the MI based selec tion, twenty most informative positions, i.e. having the largest values of MI in pair with considered site posi tion, were selected for each of five site positions. Posi tions were selected successively, starting from the most informative one. On each iteration, the classifiers (Naive Bayes, logistic regression and k nearest neigh bors algorithm with k = 200) were trained using the current position set and the prediction quality was estimated. The greedy selection was organized in the same way, but only for ten AAS positions for each site position. In both cases the process was repeated for different sample splits during 10 fold cross validation.
The prediction quality values for different feature set lengths were plotted on a graph. The positions, which were selected by algorithms, were tabulated. The selected positions may vary for different sample splits. Hence we can only report the frequencies of given positions in position sets selected at algorithm iterations, i.e. the frequencies in the selected sets of sizes ranging from 1 to 20. To visualize the tables, we ordered all positions by the total frequency (the sum of frequencies in sets of all lengths) and report the top ones. MI based feature selection doesn't depend from predicting algorithm being used: both used classifiers were trained using the same feature sets. Greedy selec tion implies using of classifier during selection pro cess: each classifier at that have it's own feature sets.
AAS Position Selection for Position 9 of the Site Alignment
The prediction quality values obtained on the test ing set for position 9 by various algorithms and selec tion strategies are plotted in Fig. 2 . Well defined max ima are obtained on three positions by all methods, moreover, prediction quality is significantly higher than for the k nearest neighbors algorithm, which use all positions (kNN). Table 1 features the most frequently selected posi tions. The MI based search and greedy Naive Bayes search stably select three positions 55, 15 and 5. The greedy logistic regression stably selects the same three positions, and frequently position 27.
The maximum prediction quality is achieved by using three positions. Therefore, positions 55, 15 and 5 of the amino acid alignment are significantly linked to position 9 of the site alignment.
AAS Position Selection for Position 8 of the Site Alignment
The prediction quality values obtained on the test ing set for position 8 by various algorithms and selec tion strategies are plotted in Fig. 3 . The plot of predic tion quality of Bayes classifier with MI based selection has well defined maxima when using two and five positions. Plots of logistic regression look the same, but with less distinguishing maxima. Greedy Bayes selection algorithm has two maxima when using one and three positions. K nearest neighbors method with MI based selection have only one maximum when using two positions. Nearest neighbor algorithm, which use all positions, results in accuracy less than -4 (it's not shown on figure), i.e. it significantly worse than the other algorithms. Table 2 features the most frequently selected posi tions. MI based selection and greedy logistic regres sion absolutely stably select two positions-4 and 15. Further selection with both methods less stably selects same positions but in different order. Greedy Bayes selection stably selects position 4, but on the second step selects position 5, which leads to dramatic decrease of prediction quality.
Despite the presence of several maxima on predic tion quality plots, only two positions are stably selected. Hence, positions 4 and 15 of amino acid sequence alignment are significantly linked to position 8 of site alignment.
AAS Position Selection for Position 7 of the Site Alignment
The prediction quality values obtained on the test ing set for position 7 by various algorithms and selec tion strategies are plotted in Fig. 4 . Well defined max ima are obtained on three positions by all methods, except the greedy Bayes classifier, which has maxi mum on two positions. Prediction quality of all meth ods is significantly higher than for the k nearest neigh bors algorithm, which use all positions (kNN).
The most frequently selected positions are listed in Table 3 , with the notation as above. The MI based search stably selects three positions 16, 25 and 15, and sometimes position 68. The greedy logistic regression stably selects the same three positions, whereas the greedy Bayes classifier based search makes a mistake on the third step, stably selecting position 49, which, as seen on the prediction quality plot, leads to a dra matic decrease of the prediction quality.
The maximum prediction quality is achieved by using three positions. Therefore, positions 16, 25 and 15 of the amino acid alignment are significantly linked to position 7 of the site alignment. 16  25  15  68  5  46  16  15  49  68  50  19  16  15  25  49  68 
AAS Position Selection for Position 6 of the Site Alignment
The prediction quality values are plotted in Fig. 5 . The Naive Bayes classifier with the MI based selection has two maxima at one and three positions, while the greedy strategy has maxima at one and seven positions. The logistic regression curves slowly grow, having many local maxima with highest values around six and eleven positions for the greedy and MI based search, respectively. K nearest neighbors algorithm with MI based selection have well defined maxima when using three positions. Table 4 features the most frequently selected posi tions. The MI based selection has one absolutely sta ble position, 16, and two additional stable positions, 25 and 15, which are interchangeable at the second selection step. The greedy strategies select two posi tions, absolutely stable 16 and strongly stable 15. Fur ther selection is unstable.
In prediction of position 6 in binding sites, differ ent algorithms behave differently: the Naive Bayes classifier has two maxima, while the logistic regression seems to overfit. However, all methods stably select position 16 of the AAS alignment that is significantly connected with position 6 in the site alignment.
AAS Position Selection for Position 5 of the Site Alignment
The prediction quality values obtained on the test ing set for position 5 by different algorithms and selec tion strategies are plotted in Fig. 6 . For the k nearest neighbors algorithm and the Naive Bayes classifier, both MI based and greedy, the maximum is reached when only one position is used for prediction. The logistic regression algorithm plots do not have a marked maximum.
The most frequently selected positions are tabu lated in Table 5 . Position 20 is absolutely stable, posi The maximum prediction quality is achieved by using only one position and addition of the second position considerably decreases it. Therefore, only position 20 of the amino acid alignment is significantly connected with position 5 of the site alignment.
Selection of Pairs of Positions for Classification Problem
Like for described before prediction problem, selection of pairs of positions for classification of "AAS site" pairs was performed successively based on mutual information and by greedy algorithms, which used Naive Bayes classifier and logistic regression.
Response of average error of all classification algo rithms and feature selection methods from the number of used pairs of positions is plotted in Fig. 7 . These curves don't have marked maxima. Classification error obtained when using MI based selection and using greedy Bayes classifier decrease sharply after addition of the second pair of positions and continue to decrease, until error level stabilize around five-eight pairs of positions. Monotony violates further, and a next minimum is obtained only at ten-eleven pairs of positions. Greedy logistic regression's error decrease slowly up to four pairs of positions. Let's also note that classification accuracy of nearest neighbor algorithm, which use all AAS and site positions (it's not shown on figure), equals about 50%, which corresponds to ran dom guessing. Table 6 features frequencies of the most frequently selected by different methods pairs of positions. Col umn numbers correspond to pairs "AAS position number-site position number", starting from the most frequent. Row numbers are the numbers of pairs of positions in selected set. On the whole, mutual information based selection is more stable than greedy selection: two first pairs of positions (55 9 and 20 5) are selected absolutely stably, and then three more (16 7, quality of predictions by different algorithms) are con sistent.
The selection stability and existence of well defined maxima on the prediction quality plots can be treated as a proof of connection between the selected AAS positions and the site positions. Positions in pro tein sequences are not interchangeable: best predic tions are obtained when using them simultaneously.
The same pairs of positions allow predicting if given protein binds with given DNA site: positions 55 9 and 20 5 of amino acid sequence alignment and site align ment correspondingly are the most significant for spe cific binding of transcription factors with DNA sites. Figure 8 shows AAS positions, which are stably selected in the prediction process of at least one of studied site positions. Nine of fourteen pairs (64.3%), which are shown on Fig. 8 , correspond to pairs of posi tions, in which side chains of amino acid residues form specific contacts with nitrogen bases at least in one of three considered structures (PDB codes [22] : 1qpz, 1efa, 1rzr). And these nine pairs amount precisely half of unified set of all specific pairs in structures, and this proves that model is not random. Furthermore, important functional role of interactions 20 5, 16 6, 16 7, 15 7 was confirmed experimentally [24] . Three pairs with position 25 of AAS are also predicted. This special position, located in the end of recognizing helix, was predicted earlier both as SDP position [16] and as correlated position [13] , moreover it was always in top list. It seems that functional role of amino acid residues in this position is underestimated. From the rest three pairs, in two cases (5 9, 27 9) amino acid residue in specified position form specific contacts with DNA, but with nucleotides in different positions.
Comparison with experimental data on specific contacts in three known protein DNA complex struc tures for LacI family show that most of observed pairs of positions form specific contacts at least in one structure. At the same time, in different structures contacts may be formed by different pairs. This gives grounds to believe, that the other pairs might also form contacts in the other, yet unexplored, family members. 
